Seeing is believing
What comes next is powered by KPMG

KPMG Powered Enterprise is
the outcome-driven transformation
solution that prepares your business
for the future.
This is where deep industry and process knowledge,
global delivery capability and cloud technology combine
to drive sustainable change, rising performance and
lasting value. KPMG’s continuing investment in cloud
applications, target operating models, processes and
tools can give you instant access to leading practices
and predictable outcomes. The breadth, depth and
quality of this solution must be seen to be believed –
and we mean that literally. To understand the power of
the solution, you need to see what it can do for you.

TOM changes everything
Successful, sustainable transformation requires an
understanding of how business change plays through
every level and layer of the company. KPMG’s Target
Operating Model (TOM) aligns the power of new and
emerging technologies with the real-world challenges
of organizational change.
This is the legacy you don’t discard in five years’ time:
what you build today creates the context for what you
need tomorrow. Also, KPMG teams understand the
human factors involved in business transformation,
so we can help inspire and empower your people to
embrace a new reality.
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– Transform the way you run your business
– Build agile functions that evolve as you grow
– Help your people to adopt and embrace change
– Exploit new technologies for value and performance
– Drive future success with the latest leading practice
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All power to the enterprise
This is not just about migrating finance or the supply
chain into the cloud. From evidence-based HR to
customer-centric business models, Powered Enterprise
can unleash new levels of agility, insight, efficiency and
performance. The value is multiplied when you join the
dots across the business.
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What’s in the box?
Powered Enterprise provides a formidable combination
of leading practices and processes, proven technology
solutions and a next-generation delivery framework.
This is a truly integrated solution: every component
has a role to play in extracting the maximum value
from technology and helping to achieve the outcomes
you need.
When all this comes together, backed by the business
knowledge and experience of KPMG teams, the results
are impressive. Although the solution is based on
proven, pre-built assets, the real benefits go beyond
speed to value or risk-controlled implementation –
important as these are. Powered Enterprise is really
about the future agility of your business. Now you
can embrace transformation as a positive state rather
than a disruptive event and you can be ready for
whatever is coming next. And the KPMG team will
be on your side, all the way.
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It’s not what you put into
the cloud that matters,
but what you get out of it.
– A jump start to your digital transformation
– Immediate access to leading practices and processes
– Validated solutions with proven real-world usability
– High-touch change management and employee experience
– Reduced implementation risks and enhanced ROI
– A solid platform for continuing evolution and progress

And that’s not all…
Powered Enterprise is the culmination of sustained
investment and decades of experience in the solution
of real-world business challenges. The investment and the
learning continue. Ongoing collaboration with our
member firm clients and key industry players helps to
align advances in technology with the evolving needs
of the modern business. It’s not just about access to
technical upgrades or value-adding services, but owning
your future.
Some people are nervous about what
that future might hold, but we believe the
prospects are genuinely exciting.
We are not alone, either. Our research1
indicates that 65 per cent of organizations
see technological disruption as an
opportunity rather than a threat. Cognitive
technologies could spur growth in jobs
overall and transform the enterprise into an engine of
unconstrained innovation.
‘Rise of the Humans’ (2017).
1. Source: KPMG CEO Outlook Survey, KPMG International, 2017

Source: KPMG International, 2018

To find out more about Powered Enterprise,
please contact:
Patrick Fenton
Head of Cloud Transformation,
Management Consulting
KPMG in the UK
+44 (0) 771 757 7172
patrick.fenton@kpmg.co.uk
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